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“Adenauer” in the front, data laboratory in the rear: The Mercedes-Benz 300 measuring car 
from 1960 
 

 The so-called measuring car (in German “Messwagen”) is connected by cable to a 
prototype travelling in front of it 

 One-off model in the Mercedes-Benz Museum based on the Mercedes-Benz 300 
“Adenauer” 

 Mercedes-Benz Museum Close-Up: Cars, Architecture and  
Exhibition Design – No. 3/2022 

 
Stuttgart. “Close-up” – the name of the series by the Mercedes-Benz Museum says it all. Each 

instalment tells a surprising, exciting or behind-the-scenes story by shining a spotlight on details of a 

vehicle, an exhibit or an element of architecture and design. In the spotlight this time: the Mercedes-

Benz 300 as a measuring car, from 1960. 

No. 3/2022: The Mercedes-Benz 300 measuring car, 1960 

Unique: This Mercedes-Benz 300 in Legend Room 5 of the Mercedes-Benz Museum is doubly 

striking. Firstly because of the long cable connecting it to a Mercedes-Benz 220 S (W 111) – and then 

because only one half of the car looks like a normal “Adenauer” (as this representative vehicle is 

called due to the first German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer’s preference for the model). The 

difference begins behind the B-pillar: from that point back stretches an elegant, elongated rear end 

generously glazed with panoramic windows, reminiscent of an estate car. Beautifully shaped tail 

lights, along with exhaust tips integrated into the bumper, catch the eye. Then the surprise inside, 

where we find numerous measuring instruments as well as two individual seats with narrow, 

wickerwork backrests – rather like garden chairs. 

Tailor-made: The very individually constructed and equipped vehicle is resolutely configured for its 

intended use. This is because this one-off model was built by Mercedes-Benz in 1960 as a measuring 

car for the development engineers in the testing department. The elegant Mercedes-Benz saloon in 

the W 189 series was chosen as its basis because of the need for a fast and large vehicle. After all, 

the measuring car not only had to follow other vehicles effortlessly, it also had to be able to 

transport the voluminous measuring equipment. 
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Mobile laboratory: For many years, the converted Mercedes-Benz 300 was used successfully as a 

rolling measurement laboratory. For this purpose, it was connected to another vehicle via a cable up 

to 30 metres long – a kind of early “local area network” (LAN). The line transmitted sensor data to 

sensitive measuring devices in the rear. 

Continuous improvement: Using innovation to make ever better use of what is technically possible – 

this ideal has driven vehicle development at Mercedes-Benz since the invention of the automobile in 

1886. From the middle of the 20th century onwards, sensor data became increasingly important. It 

provided engineers with valuable information about whether an invention worked as desired, or how 

it could still be improved. But there was a problem: the measuring instruments in the 1950s were 

large, heavy, and sensitive. In the development vehicle itself, they would influence the driving 

characteristics – and also be shaken around a lot, e.g. on the “boneshaker” track. No, that just 

wouldn’t do. 

Key role: The solution was ingeniously simple. Mercedes-Benz split the sensor technology and the 

acquisition of measurement data between two vehicles – and so the measuring car was born. While 

the development engineers guided the prototype through the desired dynamic handling tests, the 

more quietly rolling laboratory followed at a distance and received the measurement data, e.g. from 

the shock absorbers, via the cable. Telemetry is the name of this sort of data transmission, 

subsequently accomplished via radio signals. In most cases, the sensor data was recorded in the 

measuring car on magnetic tape and evaluated later in peace and quiet. 

Rolling workplace: A look inside the measuring car shows that the engineers did not enjoy top 

comfort. Headroom is limited, and the two seats have simple garden chair backs in woven rattan. 

Plus the glazing probably not only let a lot of light into the interior on sunny days, but also created 

something of a greenhouse climate. At least the body has ventilation openings on the sides. 

Special equipment: The prototype can transmit fourteen measured values simultaneously to the 

mobile laboratory – not a bad value at the time. Every bit of space in the rear of the 300 is utilised 

for the sensitive devices, always specifically selected for the respective measuring programme. To 

supply these with electricity, there is also a generator on board. And, of course, there is also a radio 

link between the two vehicles. 

Fast: This special Mercedes-Benz 300 is powered by the injection engine from the later version of 

the W 189 (1957 to 1962), which develops 118 kW (160 hp). A contemporary description states 

120 km/h as the maximum speed. A normal “Adenauer” with automatic transmission could reach 

165 km/h. The measuring car was used until the 1970s, mainly on the test track in Untertürkheim. 

But it also has road approval, and thus a registration number: S-MH 867. 
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Pushing boundaries: Today, the entire data acquisition system travels with the prototype. Modern 

sensor and computer technology makes this possible, being lighter and smaller. The number of 

simultaneously recorded measuring channels has also increased considerably: the milestone figure 

of 1,000 has long been exceeded. Indeed, the developers’ hunger for knowledge is greater than ever. 

But this also remains their motivation: to make the car of tomorrow even better. With every new 

Mercedes-Benz. 

 

Contacts: 

Friederike Valet, +49 151 5862 2944, friederike.valet@daimler.com 

Julia Löwenstein, +49 151 5861 0215, julia.loewenstein@daimler.com 

The Mercedes-Benz Museum is open Tuesdays to Sundays from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.  

The ticket desk always closes at 5 p.m. 

Registration, reservations and latest information: Monday to Saturday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. by phone 

+49 711 17-30000, by email to classic@mercedes-benz.com or online at www.mercedes-

benz.com/museum 

Press images and more press releases: group-media.mercedes-benz.com/marsMediaSite 

Further research and multimedia material: group-media.mercedes-benz.com/go/classic 

 

 @MercedesBenzMuseum 

 @MercedesBenzMuseum 

 @MB_Museum  
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Captions 

22C0017_001 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. Mercedes-Benz 

300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development purposes, this unique vehicle 

was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data from sensors 

providing dynamic measurements. View from the front right. 

22C0017_002 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. Mercedes-Benz 

300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development purposes, this unique vehicle 

was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data from sensors 

providing dynamic measurements. Side view together with a Mercedes-Benz 220 S (W 111). 

22C0017_003 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. In the 

background: Mercedes-Benz 300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development 

purposes, this unique vehicle was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it 

to record data from sensors providing dynamic measurements. In the foreground, a Mercedes-Benz 

220 S (W 111). 

22C0017_004 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. Mercedes-Benz 

300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development purposes, this unique vehicle 

was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data from sensors 

providing dynamic measurements. View of the open rear end. 

22C0017_005 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. Mercedes-Benz 

300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development purposes, this unique vehicle 

was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data from sensors 

providing dynamic measurements. View from the front. 

22C0017_006 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. Seen partially: 

Mercedes-Benz 300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development purposes, this 

unique vehicle was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data 

from sensors providing dynamic measurements. Photo together with a Mercedes-Benz 220 S 

(W 111). 
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22C0017_007 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. Mercedes-Benz 

300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development purposes, this unique vehicle 

was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data from sensors 

providing dynamic measurements. Partial view of the rear. 

22C0017_008 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. Mercedes-Benz 

300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development purposes, this unique vehicle 

was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data from sensors 

providing dynamic measurements. Photo of the measuring equipment in the rear. 

22C0017_009 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. Mercedes-Benz 

300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development purposes, this unique vehicle 

was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data from sensors 

providing dynamic measurements. Photo of the power supply in the rear. 

22C0017_010 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. Mercedes-Benz 

300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development purposes, this unique vehicle 

was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data from sensors 

providing dynamic measurements. Photo of the power supply in the rear. 

22C0017_011 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. Mercedes-Benz 

300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development purposes, this unique vehicle 

was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data from sensors 

providing dynamic measurements. Photo of the tail lights. 

22C0017_012 

Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. Mercedes-Benz 

300 (W 189) as a measuring car, from 1960. For vehicle development purposes, this unique vehicle 

was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data from sensors 

providing dynamic measurements. Photo of the radio headset next to the driver’s seat. 

22C0017_013 

Mercedes-Benz 300 (W 189) as a measuring car. The one-off model was built in 1960. For vehicle 

development purposes, this unique vehicle was connected to the development vehicle via a cable, 

thus enabling it to record data from sensors providing dynamic measurements. Photo on the test 
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track in Untertürkheim. These days, the vehicle can be seen in the Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend 

Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the Environment. (Photo index number in the Mercedes-Benz 

Classic Archives: 1995M169) 

22C0017_014 

In the background: Mercedes-Benz 300 (W 189) as a measuring car. The one-off model was built in 

1960. For vehicle development purposes, this unique vehicle was connected to the development 

vehicle via a cable, thus enabling it to record data from sensors providing dynamic measurements. 

Photo on the test track in Untertürkheim. In the foreground, a W 111 series saloon. These days, the 

vehicle can be seen in the Mercedes-Benz Museum, Legend Room 5: Visionaries – Safety and the 

Environment. (Photo index number in the Mercedes-Benz Classic Archives: 1995M170) 

 

 


